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What Does Communication (or Telecommunication) Mean?
The term communication (or telecommunication) means the transfer of some form of
information from one place (known as the source of information) to another place (known
as the destination of information) using some system to do this function (known as a
communication system).

So What Will we Study in This Course?
In this course, we will study the basic methods that are used for communication in today’s
world and the different systems that implement these communication methods. Upon the
successful completion of this course, you should be able to identify the different
communication techniques, know the advantages and disadvantages of each technique,
and show the basic construction of the systems that implement these communication
techniques.

Old Methods of Communication








Pigeons
Horseback
Smoke
Fire
Post Office
Drums
… etc

Problems with Old Communication Methods






Slow
Difficult and relatively expensive
Limited amount of information can be sent
Some methods can be used at specific times of the day
Information is not secure.

Examples of Today’s Communication Methods
All of the following are electric (or electromagnetic) communication systems
 Satellite (Telephone, TV, Radio, Internet, … )
 Microwave (Telephone, TV, Data, …)
 Optical Fibers (TV, Internet, Telephone, … )
 Copper Cables (telephone lines, coaxial cables, twisted pairs, … etc)

Advantages of Today’s Communication Systems




Fast
Easy to use and very cheap
Huge amounts of information can be transmitted
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Secure transmission of information can easily be acheived
Can be used 24 hours a day.

Basic Construction of Electrical Communication System

A communication system may transmit information in one direction such as TV and radio
(simplex), two directions but at different times such as the CB (half-duplex), or two directions
simultaneously such as the telephone (full-duplex).

Basic Terminology Used in this Communications Course
A Signal:

A System:
Analog Signals:

is a function that specifies how a specific variable changes versus an
independent variable such as time, location, height (examples: the age of
people versus their coordinates on Earth, the amount of money in your bank
account versus time).
operates on an input signal in predefined way to generate an output signal.
are signals with amplitudes that may take any real value out of an infinite
number of values in a specific range (examples: the height of mercury in a
10cm–long thermometer over a period of time is a function of time that may
take any value between 0 and 10cm, the weight of people setting in a class
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room is a function of space (x and y coordinates) that may take any real value
between 30 kg to 200 kg (typically)).
are signals with amplitudes that may take only a specific number of values
(number of possible values is less than infinite) (examples: the number of
days in a year versus the year is a function that takes one of two values of 365
or 366 days, number of people sitting on a one-person chair at any instant of
time is either 0 or 1, the number of students registered in different classes at
KFUPM is an integer number between 1 and 100).
is an undesired signal that gets added to (or sometimes multiplied with) a
desired transmitted signal at the receiver. The source of noise may be external
to the communication system (noise resulting from electric machines, other
communication systems, and noise from outer space) or internal to the
communication system (noise resulting from the collision of electrons with
atoms in wires and ICs).

Signal to Noise
Ratio (SNR):
is the ratio of the power of the desired signal to the power of the noise signal.
Signal
Bandwidth (BW): is the width of the frequency range that the signal occupies. For example the
bandwidth of a radio channel in the AM is around 10 kHz and the bandwidth
of a radio channel in the FM band is 150 kHz.
Rate of
Communication: is the speed at which DIGITAL information is transmitted. The maximum rate
at which most of today’s modems receive digital information is around 56 k
bits/second and transmit digital information is around 33 k bits/second. A
Local Area Network (LAN) can theoretically receive/transmit information at a
rate of 100 M bits/s. Gigabit networks would be able to receive/transmit
information at least 10 times that rate.
Modulation:
is changing one or more of the characteristics of a signal (known as the carrier
signal) based on the value of another signal (known as the information or
modulating signal) to produce a modulated signal.

Analog and Digital Communications
Since the introduction of digital communication few decades ago, it has been gaining a steady
increase in use. Today, you can find a digital form of almost all types of analog communication
systems. For example, TV channels are now broadcasted in digital form (most if not all Ku–band
satellite TV transmission is digital). Also, radio now is being broadcasted in digital form (see
sirus.com and xm.com). Home phone systems are starting to go digital (a digital phone system is
available at KFUPM). Almost all cellular phones are now digital, and so on. So, what makes
digital communication more attractive compared to analog communication?
Advantages of Digital Communication over Analog Communication
 Immunity to Noise (possibility of regenerating the original digital signal if signal
power to noise power ratio (SNR) is relatively high by using of devices called
repeaters along the path of transmission).
 Efficient use of communication bandwidth (through use of techniques like
compression).
 Digital communication provides higher security (data encryption).
 The ability to detect errors and correct them if necessary.
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Design and manufacturing of electronics for digital communication systems is much
easier and much cheaper than the design and manufacturing of electronics for analog
communication systems.

Modulation
Famous Types
 Amplitude Modulation (AM): varying the amplitude of the carrier based on the
information signal as done for radio channels that are
transmitted in the AM radio band.
 Phase Modulation (PM):
varying the phase of the carrier based on the information
signal.
 Frequency Modulation (FM): varying the frequency of the carrier based on the
information signal as done for channels transmitted in
the FM radio band.

Purpose of Modulation




For a signal (like the electric signals coming out of a microphone) to be transmitted by
an antenna, signal wavelength has to be comparable to the length of the antenna
(signal wavelength is equal to 0.1 of the antenna length or more). If the wavelength is
extremely long, modulation must be used to reduce the wavelength of the signal to
make the length of the required antenna practical.
To receive transmitted signals from multiple sources without interference between
them, they must be transmitted at different frequencies (frequency multiplexing) by
modulating carriers that have different frequencies with the different information
signals.

Exercise 1: Specify if the following communication systems are (A)nalog or (D)igital:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)
k)
l)

TV in the 1970s
TV in the 2030s
Home phone line
Phone line modem
Fax machines
Local area networks (LANs):
First–generation cellular phones
Second–generation cellular phones
Third–generation cellular phones
DSL
C-Band Satellite receiver
Ku-Band Satellite receiver

Answer 1: Specify if the following communication systems are (A)nalog or (D)igital:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

TV in the 1970s
TV in the 2030s
Home phone line
Phone line modem
Fax machines

(A)
(D)
(A)
(D)
(D)
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f)
g)
h)
i)
j)
k)
l)
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Local area networks (LANs)
First–generation cellular phones
Second–generation cellular phones
Third–generation cellular phones
DSL
C-Band Satellite receiver
Ku-Band Satellite receiver
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(D)
(A)
(D)
(D)
(D)
(A)
(D)
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